Due to increasing the Information Technology around the world have a strong role in business sector that have already turned into online business many year past. This online business refers to the E-commerce which is recently moved in to developing countries like Bangladesh (BD). This paper describes the present challenges of E-commerce and it's solution in BD. It also discusses the effectiveness of E-commerce in financial sector of BD .Proper Ecommerce sites like Brand Ecommerce play a vital role in employment generation as well as increasing the internet utilization .This research mainly describes the present status of BD's E-commerce sites as well as study of traditional commerce for developing online business.
INTRODUCTION

Background
The initiate of internet the large planet named world become a tiny one. Both the globalization and internet have the prospective to offer a lot of benefits to individuals and organizational in developing as well as developed countries. Internet and ecommerce are closely wrapped towards developed countries. But they can achieve tremendous benefits to developing countries if it is applicable as an ideal business purpose. Ecommerce is a revolution in business practices. In the whole world the potential economic is dependent on business sector. Long period past in the first world countries ,their business is in online marketplace .That is a traffic turn in business sector for saving time ,eliminating market middlemen , reduction of necessary product cost, visiting a freedom marketplace , ensuring the quality of products and opportunity for checking the product prices as well as save the transportation cost for consumer mobility. Geographically Bangladesh is an agriculture based country. But, It has lots of population like 161 millions now [15] . According to its area population density is very high. Since this country is an agricultural based, but it is known to all agriculture is the raw materials of the industry. In every country industry is the creator of business sector. However, BD can use their large number of population in a potential business arena including agriculture sector. All over the world there is none country whose population density is like Bangladesh. But every first world country all kinds of institutions, firms, industry and organization are proper distributed. In BD all type of demand for population can be found either capital (Dhaka) or city area. Consequently online market is effective in this country. As mention that in this country market middlemen are involved in all type of business sector. That creates an artificial extra products cost. It is a developing country, so the communication infrastructure is not suited. As a result physically movement to buy a product is a time consuming for the consumer. This discussion creates a demand for proper online marketplace.
Development countries smoothly run worldwide brand Ecommerce site like Amazon, eBay, Walmart.com, LLBeandn.com, Sony.com etc. As well as a larger number of firms from developing countries such as South Korea, Taiwan, Israel, Brazil and India have already become global players in many industries [4] . To fully exploit the potential of the internet and E-commerce, policy makers in developing as well as industrialized countries are taking initiatives to develop the global information infrastructure (GII) and connect their national infrastructures to the (GII). Global E-commerce amounted to US$ 26 billion in 1997(OECD 2001) and estimated to exceed US$ 5 trillion in 2001.In 2007, total B2C revenue were about $225 billion. Largest form of E-commerce amounted $3.6 trillion in transactions in USA, 2007 [4] whereas, BD is new born in Ecommerce business arena. BD's existing sites are not well organized as well as they cannot run online business smoothly though BD is in now the facility of 3 rd generation (3g) internet services. In future, online business strategy can bring glorious opportunity this developing country if it can be applied in proper business purposes including all e-commerce business dimensions such as B2B, B2C, C2C and M-commerce [11]. 
Present Status and Critical Success factor of E-commerce in Bangladesh
Constriction of this paper [3] Perspective developing country:
 Vital outcome success factor are not highlighted (Elimination market middlemen, multiple revenue aspect, time, first mover opportunity etc.)  No details about online marketplace  Consumer analysis is skipped  No touch to E-commerce site development in business purpose.  No details role of Internet for online market.  Online banking role is omit  Several payment systems are not specified  Product and services shipping policy was not found.  Only three business models are expressed (C2C, Mcommerce are skipped)  There is no privacy policy sketch.  Lack of depicted foreign currencies approval.  No specified third party involvement in value payment (e.g. clearing house)  Not spoken cultural tradition to buy product
EXISTING SCENARIO OF E-COMMERCE IN BANGLADESH
To online business purpose several E-commerce sites are found in Bangladesh. They serve more likely equivalent business dimensions. Their revenue model is several categories. As well as payment systems are also more similar. According to Alexa traffic rank some of the Bangladeshi E-commerce sites are evaluated. 
Survey of Different localized audiences in BD
This study surveyed on 500 hundred people randomly all over the country (BD) through only educated population. Literacy: definition: age 15 and over can read and write Total population: 56.8% Male: 61.3% Female: 52.2% (2010 EST.) Definition: This entry includes a definition of literacy and Census Bureau percentages for the total population, males, and females. There are no universal definitions and standards of literacy. Unless otherwise specified, all rates are based on the most common definition -the ability to read and write at a specified age. Detailing the standards that individual countries use to assess the ability to read and write is beyond the scope of the Factbook. Information on literacy, while not a perfect measure of educational results, is probably the most easily available and valid for international comparisons. Low levels of literacy and education in general, can impede the economic development of a country in the current rapidly changing, technology-driven world. These percentage values are calculated over the population who buy the products or services.
Fig 5. Percentage values on true consumers
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These percentage values are calculated over 500 literate populations. 
Comparison Between world wide Ecommerce sites versus Local existing Ecommerce (BD).
This assessment is done in the view of some potential aspects. 
ARISING CHALLENGES, SOLU-TIONS AND EFFECTIVENESS
Challenges [12]
There are huge challenges that should be overcome before start ecommerce. Some of these are as follows. 
Solutions [12]
'Build a business, not a website.' E-Commerce is not only a website. This is more than this. An e-commerce site is often as distinctive as the business model it follows. For example, any of the following might also apply: 
Effectiveness [10][11]
Effectiveness is the success issue of the work. However, this study observed various triumph in several dimensions that are out come result after exploitation online market.
Mentionable helpfulness issues are depicted below:
 Most important role to build up digital Bangladesh.  Create a direct relation from manufacturer to consumer  Eliminate value chain  Eliminate market middlemen  Great option to create employment  Excellent chance to buy products/services in low cost  Abolish the negative cultural tradition  Secure and easy payment system  Save the consumer time  Secure marketing policy  Eliminate consumer and provider haphazard scheme  Great option to gather IT knowledge  Comparatively less capital to open online market space  Virtual customer service (Easy and quick)  Enormous quality of services  Consumer has multiple options to choose the products and services  Fast and easy shopping  Tremendous grad of services Supreme bargaining option  Mentionable Revenue for the country Etc. 
CONCLUSION
From last few decades, organizations have conducted business electronically by employing a variety of electronic commerce solutions. In the conventional scenario, an organization enters the electronic market by establishing trading partner agreements with retailers or wholesalers of their choosing. These agreements may include any items that cannot be acquiescent electronically, such as terms of transfer, payment mechanisms, or implementation conventions. After establishing the proper business relationships, an organization must choose the components of their electronic commerce system. In this paper we formulate current ecommerce issues, challenges and their effective solutions regarding Bangladesh.
In future the authors would like to concentrate on secure payment, e-banking and e-governance.
